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these days, the artist of marathi theatre, bharat jadhav is providing marathi theatre enthusiasts the marathi theatre for free. the theatre journey of the folk artist started at the age of five and since he began his journey at the age of five, he has done some iconic marathi plays like all the best and sahi re sahi. while the former has completed around 4000 shows to date, for the latter, jadhav says, he holds a record for having done 567 house full shows in 365 days. in the year 1993, he moved to bombay and made his marathi theatre journey. while he started with folk theatre, he
later moved towards the commercial theatre as he was employed at the bombay talkies as a child artist. he is also into acting as well as writing and he has written two marathi theatre plays, tarak and sahi re sahi. bharat jadhav's other marathi plays are: punha sahi re sahi (1999) directed by kedar shinde, tarak (2008) directed by kedar shinde, and tarak (2013) directed by kamta gokhale, sabam (2015) directed by kedar shinde, and ek chor (2016) directed by sanjay saini. the play, "punha sahi re sahi" directed by kedar shinde was also done as a fundraiser and most of the funds

generated from the show will be utilised for the free cataract operations for the negative. in the play, he plays the role of a college student who is in love with a girl. he goes to his friend's place and tells the same girl that he loves her, she in turn goes to see her college mate and tells him that she loves him. jadhav has played the lead in some of the biggest marathi plays of his time like all the best and sahi re sahi. his debut marathi play was performed by the mumbai talkies in the year 1993, and since then he has performed more than 200 shows.
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